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Lesson Plans

Sectionalism and the 
Kansas-Nebraska Act 

GRADES:  MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL

Kansas Standards

Kansas History Standards (Middle and High School):  
• KH8B3I1  explain the concept of popular

sovereignty under the Kansas-Nebraska Act
• KH8B3I3  describe the influence of pro- and

antislavery ideas on territorial Kansas

Other Standards:  
See lesson plan

Objectives
Knowledge:  
• Understand the impact of popular sovereignty in

the creation of Kansas as a state

Skills:
• Using primary sources (letters, speeches,

photographs, artifacts, advertisements,
government documents)

• Analyzing persuasive writing

Focus Questions
• What issues currently divide the nation?
• Who has a right to decide the outcome of

controversial issues?

• Students write a short essay about whether the
conflict in Kansas is over slavery or popular
sovereignty.

Assessment Tools

Activities

1.  Activate empathy for the issues in territorial Kansas by discussing a current politically divisive topic.
2.  Define the terms sectionalism and popular sovereignty
3.  Have students evaluate primary source documents as to whether they are anti- or proslavery.
4.  Lead a discussion about the evidence that students found to support or oppose slavery in Kansas.
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sectionalism and popular sovereignty. 
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Materials Needed 
 
 1.  Primary source documents for Topic Question Activity #1 

 
[Please note that all the documents listed in bold have text versions or are in block print and may be 

easier for students to read.] 
 

Antislavery Documents  Proslavery Documents 
Document 
# 

Document Description Document # Document Description 

101404 Letter, Samuel Whitcomb to 
Respected & Dear Sir. 

102877 Speech, Hon. John Hammond of 
South Carolina 

101081 Letter, J.H. Lane to Gov. of 
Minnesota [Willis A. Gorman] 

102870 Pamphlet, To the people of the 
U.S. 

102534 Tombstone, David C. Buffam 
(Image of Tombstone) 

102662 Photo, Flag, Proslavery Banner 

102824 Photo, Admit me Free Flag 101984 Pamphlet, Miscellaneous State 
Legislature Resolutions: Texas 

100161 Speech, Gerritt Smith to the 
Kansas Convention 

100369 Letter, T.H. Cunningham to 
Hall 

100164 Resolutions, State of Maine 100219 Letter, H.J. Strickler to Stinson 
 

[To speed up your search for documents, go to the search box on the website  
and type in the document I.D. number.] 

 
2.  Manila folders, one for each group per activity. 
 
3.  One dictionary, if necessary, for accurate definitions. 
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Topic Question/Group Activity
Have students brainstorm two issues from
war in Iraq: should we have gone and wh
the class.  As the teacher you will need to
will generate the most debate, or both.   
 
Inform the students which issue you have
whether they are for or against the issue. 

 
[Explain that this act of voting is simila

addition, you may want to explain tha

 
1. Have each group brainstorm and 
2. Now the fun begins.  Let the deba

an orderly fashion.  However, as t
order breaks down, LET IT.  Let 
stop the debate. 

3. Have the students return to their s
convictions about the issue.  Have
of Kansas Territory when they we

 
 
Topic Question/Group Activity
Start by reading the following definitions
 

1. Sectionalism-A number of peopl
more important then national inte

2. Popular Sovereignty-Settlers of 
free or slave. 
 

Divide the students into groups of four an
documents in no particular order.  In fact
the Materials Needed section of the lesso

   
1. Have groups decide whether the d
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 #1 (20 minutes) 
 present day that are politically divisive.  For example, the 

at do we do now?  Have students share their examples with 
 pick one issue that is either the most popular or the one that 

 chosen and have the students vote by a show of hands 
 Divide the students accordingly. 

r to popular sovereignty, a policy we will discuss shortly.  In 
t voting was rarely private in the United States in the early 

1800s] 

come up with five arguments in support of its view. 
te begin with each side presenting points and counterpoints in 
he debate rages on, as emotions begin to take over, and as 

chaos reign for a few minutes, but before things get violent, 

eats.  Have the students think about their emotions and 
 them think about what it must have been like for the people 
re deciding whether Kansas would be a free or slave state. 

 #2 (Remainder of the class period) 
 to the students: 

e who regard the interests of a certain section of the country 
rests. 
a territory deciding, by vote, whether that territory should be 

d pass out the document packets one per group, with the 
, disorder would be best.  The documents needed are listed in 
n.  Each group should receive all the same documents. 

ocument in question is either anti- or proslavery. 
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2. Have the students place the documents into two piles, one containing proslavery documents and 

one for antislavery documents. 
3. Discuss with the class the examples the groups found, the documents they read, the debate they 

conducted, and the issue of slavery in Kansas. 
 
Questions you could ask: 

1. Why were people around the country talking about Kansas? 
2. What was the importance of Kansas entering the Union slave or free? 
3. Find specific words or phrases that proved to your group that the document was either 

antislavery or proslavery. 
 

Assessment of Activity #2 (Homework) 
Have students write a short response answering the following problem. 

 
You are a settler in Kansas Territory, and the debate over Kansas entering the Union as a slave or free 
state rages.  As a settler you will have a say in this debate, your vote will count.  But what is more 
important? 

a. Arguing over slavery, or  
b. Arguing over the right to choose if Kansas is a slave or free state. 

 
[As the teacher you can decide how difficult you will make the assignment.  However,  make sure 
the students justify their answers.] 
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